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Contractual data
Dates and Beneficiaries
Dates
Project Start: 01/07/2017

Project End: 30/06/2019

Activities Start: 10/07/2017

Activities End: 31/05/2019

Project Duration(months): 24

Beneficiary Data
Role

PIC

Name

Country

Coordinating
Organization /
Beneficiary

917517763

DIMOS KORYDALLOS

Greece

Management Contact 917517763
Person

DIMOS KORYDALLOS

Greece

Legal Representative
Organisation Legal Address
Name: DIMOS KORYDALLOS
Street: GRIGORIOU LAMBRAKI 240
Post Code: 18120

City: KORYDALLOS

Country: Greece

Department
Name:
Street: 240 Grigoriou Lampraki, Str.
Post Code: 18120

City: KORYDALLOS

Country: Greece
Local Address:
Internet site: www.korydallos.gr

Contact
Title: Mr.
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Name Stavros
Phone Number 1: +302104990454
Fax Number: +302104990450

Last Name: Kasimatis
Phone Number 2: +302104990455
Mobile Number:

Email: mayor@korydallos.gr

Contact Person
Organisation Legal Address
Name: DIMOS KORYDALLOS
Street: GRIGORIOU LAMBRAKI 240
Post Code: 18120

City: KORYDALLOS

Country: Greece

Department
Name:
Street: 240 Grigoriou Lampraki, Str.
Post Code: 18120

City: KORYDALLOS

Country: Greece
Local Address:
Internet site: www.korydallos.gr

Contact
Title: Mr.

Function: Major

Name: Stavros
Phone Number 1: +302104990454
Fax Number: +302104990450

Last Name: Kasimatis
Phone Number 2: +302104990455
Mobile Number:

Email: mayor@korydallos.gr
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Implemented Activities
Short description of the project's results in English, French or
German
English - 1 EUCIDIN's results were the following:
1. International Events
Six INTERNATIONAL EVENTS in Greece (2), Romania (2), Italy and Spain where various forms of
engagement activities such as seminars, conferences, workshops, round-tables, simulations,
debates and non-formal & role-playing variations took place where more than 500 direct
participants were involved. The development of this thematic Network-based cooperation - EU
local and regional authorities & CSOs was dedicated to build a strong interconnected network
through EU digital engagement and integration. These 6 international events were planned using
participatory methods followed by significant dissemination activities.: a kick-off meeting in the
Korydallos (GR) - 09/2017 and 5 other events: Bucharest (RO) - 01/2018 focusing on the way
digital tools could have an active role in immigrants' integration, Castellon (ES) - 07/2018 on digital
strategies addressing language and culture barriers, Vasto (IT) - 11/2018 on how cities can make
connectivity affordable for immigrants, Bucharest (RO) - 01/2019 on how cities can increase the
availability of mobile networks and power infrastructure & closing event in Korydallos (GR) 04/2019 on how to provide access to training, digital content & services for immigrants.
2. Set of tailored methods based on mapping the active role of digital tools in immigrants'
integration:
Two (2) mobile applications for Google Play Store (Android): EUCIDIN mobile application and
Happy MeGrant mobile application.
The development of these digital applications for smartphones was/is intended as tools for quick
and immediate consultation of the refugees and immigrants’ rights and duties & access points and
for denouncing racism and discrimination activities.
3. Media Coverage where summary published and issued to the relevant local, regional and
European stakeholders. Some examples below:
https://www.athenswest.gr/dhmoi/koridallos/συντονιστής-ευρωπαϊκού-προγράμματος/
https://www.localit.gr/beta/archives/tag/έργο-eucidin
http://www.ilcentro.it/chieti/integrazione-degli-immigrati-due-giorni-di-manifestazioni-1.2073372
4. Documents delivered: Event agendas, Minutes, Participants lists, Press releases, Photo & video
material for dissemination purposes. Some examples below:
https://old.daugavpils.lv/lv/47/read/16508
https://www.daugavpils.lv/en/city/news/city-news/eucidin-2019-ka-pilsetas-var-palielinat-mobilosakaru-tiklu-pieejamibu-un-uzlabot-tehnologiju-infrastrukturu-rumanija-bukareste-2019.-gadajanvaris
https://www.daugavpils.lv/pilseta/par-daugavpili/pilsetas-zinas/read-17369
https://www.daugavpils.lv/pilseta/par-daugavpili/pilsetas-zinas/read-18805
https://www.daugavpils.lv/pilseta/par-daugavpili/pilsetas-zinas/eucidin-2019-ka-pilsetas-varpalielinat-mobilo-sakaru-tiklu-pieejamibu-un-uzlabot-tehnologiju-infrastrukturu-rumanija-bukareste2019.-gada-janvaris%20
https://www.daugavpils.lv/pilseta/pilsetas-attistiba/projekti/realizacija-esosie-projekti/starptautiskieprojekti/eu-city-digital-strategies-for-immigrants-integration
5. Dissemination outputs: website(s), social media channels, YouTube channel, stakeholders pool
of local companies interested in integrating refugees and immigrants (a list 8000 companies from
Greece alone), establishment on each partners’ premises of an Information Center / Info desk in
each participating country to provide immigrants with information about how to access local
government programs and services.
Website
https://immigrant-assist.gr/
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Facebook page:
https://www.facebook.com/eucidin/
Twitter page:
Europe for Citizens-EUCIDIN
@eucidin
https://twitter.com/eucidin?lang=en
Instagram:
https://www.instagram.com/explore/tags/eucidin/top/
Youtube channel:
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UC-dR4W3TnmdFjyQ8

Description
Impact and Citizen Involvement
The main project participants were policy makers, public authorities, members of CSOs, experts in specific areas,
social economy actors, regional stakeholders, other groups affected by the subject, local public (citizens including
immigrants and refugees) with focus on young people (15-29).
The main impact of the project on these target groups was improved awareness and better knowledge regarding
digital tools as innovative methods in national and EU level policy making process of socially and economically
integrating refugees and immigrants. According to the anonymous evaluation questionnaires and open discussion
by participants, the project increased their understanding of the EU role in integrating refugees fleeing war ravaged
countries and provided information on digital engagement tools available both to the stakeholders as well as to the
refugees and immigrants. In particular, participants learned about best digital tools helping refugees to learn about
their rights and how they can use those platforms to have access to relevant information needed for their daily life.
Our project promoted debate on the future of Europe within the context of the refugees crisis by gathering opinions
from citizens and civil society in various members states about the various digital and non-digital tools needed in
integrating the aforementioned refugees as a part of inter-cultural engagement and networking. The network of our
project was formed by 15 public and private entities from 8 EU countries. It directly involved over 500 people, and
over 50,000 indirectly through to the dissemination actions. The 6 international events were open to local public and
targeted especially those who were not currently involved in the community before. The project promoted and
implemented the concept of inclusive society through different ways:
– partnership between the public and private sectors and non-governmental institutions to transfer the international
good practice for reducing and avoiding social exclusion, marginalization, discrimination and poverty;
- minimize and deconstruct the negative stereotypes about “immigrants” and “refugees” by promoting tolerance,
respect for common values, diversity and integration.
– change the mentality of the main actors in the labor market, employees and workers, about immigrants and
refugees;
– use of web platforms and digital applications as elements of information and advocacy on the issue of immigrants
and refugees.
The goals were achieved through a series of actions developed by the members of the partnership, included “face to
face” activities, info-centers, information campaigns, website, chat-room. digital apps, seminaries, workshops. Our
project specifically involved young citizens (15-29) belonging to this vulnerable group by appealing to the support of
local youth organizations that participated in the project activities. Each partner was tasked to involve these
organizations both in the activities and in the dissemination of project’s results. These institutions were excellent
channels, getting to the core of youngsters, both those already active and those who are not involved in
participation’s paths yet. The project thus reached a higher number of youngsters that are easily likely to be
integrated in the host countries.
Citizens participated in debates and discussions verbally in workshop groups with facilitators from project partner
organizations. They also contributed towards an "ideas wall" where they were asked to write down their ideas in
response to questions or to contribute a question. Participants contributed their opinions and comments during
facilitated Q&A time which followed key note presentation, panel discussion and case studies.

Direct testimonies/stories from participants collected during the events.
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During one of the project international events, a study visit to the Eleonas Refugee Camp in Athens, Greece had
taken place where the participants were able to observe the daily life of the refugees in the camp, the infrastructure
that the Municipality of Athens, NGOs and other Civil Society actors both international and national provide there.
During this visit, they had a meaningful discussion with the Municipality’s associate and social worker Mrs Y.
Metheniti, who elaborated on the situation in the Camp and its dynamics.
Eleonas was the first official open reception center for asylum-seekers in Greece and was opened by the Greek
government on the mainland to answer the shelter crisis in the early summer of 2015. It is managed by the First
Reception and Identification Service of the Ministry for Migration Policy. With 1,519 residents as of 30 May 2018 it
had reached its reported official capacity according with Mrs. Metheniti. Residents come mainly from Afghanistan
(40%) and Syria (27%) and 58% are women and children. The camp consists of 285 prefabricated houses. It is
located in an industrial area but near to the urban metro station Eleonas and thus is well connected to the center of
Athens. It is also one of the sites with a high presence of actors including international organizations and nongovernmental organizations providing their services.
During this visit, the participants had a chance to speak to several refugees who had had recently arrived in Greece
from the land border. They spoke about their plans to find shelter in one of the camps in the mainland and/or their
unsuccessful attempts to find such shelter. Some refugees recounted how a few Afghan families were camping in
front of Eleonas camp and requesting shelter and how none of them managed to access shelter inside the camp.
Two families were finally housed by activist and volunteer groups. The two others later found a place in the
Malakasa camp. Other refugees recalled how upon arrival from the land border how they got arrested and how the
police issued them deportation orders. They continued their story by coming to Athens and how in the beginning,
they slept in Victoria square and parks (areas around the center of Athens). For three months, they tried to get an
appointment with the Asylum Service to apply for asylum. They also mentioned how they tried getting a cash card
and described the process of applying for an apartment.
All these testimonies gave a disconcerting picture and illustrate the urgency for the Greek authorities to take more
steps in order to improve conditions in these camps including by ensuring that they acquire the necessary legal
status. Considering Greece’s location as a EU-member state at the external borders, it is given that any time a new
emergency situation can result from sudden increases of arrivals. While the Greek authorities cannot ignore this fact
and remain unprepared, they also have to be supported by other EU states who must share the responsibility of
receiving newly arrived protection seekers instead of passing it to Members States at the EU external borders or
countries such as Libya and Turkey. Arrivals of people escaping war and conflict are part of the current world reality
and cannot be dealt with again and again as an ‘emergency’, ‘crisis’, or even worse as a ‘security problem’, a ‘threat’
or ‘danger’.

Key message(s) of citizens involved in the project
The key messages during the project activities were fully cognizant of the unique situation facing refugees and
immigrants in Europe these days. As citizens of the European Community, the citizens participating in the project felt
that they all tried to work hard and do the best possible when dealing with such a delicate task. Citizens involved in
these activities know that every day, unfortunately, more and more people face the dilemma of leaving their
homeland in order to stay alive. If the European Community of so many different people can offer the refugees a
safer place to live, then the citizens felt they can do their best in achieving that goal. In every country of the
European Union, all citizens share historical as well as recent sad events that make it their duty to work against
social exclusion and discrimination against everyone.
Moreover, the very history of the European Union is a story of progressive integration. The citizen involved in the
project activities and international events feel belonging as members of a state organizations that was gradually
formed and based on innovation, but through processes of composition of institutions and rules, continuous
negotiation and, above all, consensual majority. Projects such as EUCIDIN can contribute to the same feeling of
belonging for refugees and immigrants in the spirit of collaboration which represents expressions of reconciliation
and cooperative governance that bridges local, national and transnational partnerships.
Following the closure of the European borders in 2016, a large number of refugees were trapped in many EU, but
especially in Greece and Italy, two of our project partners’ countries. These countries were again facing a very
difficult position. The Greek and Italian people stood at the height of the difficult circumstances and embraced these
disillusioned people. Especially in the islands around Greece, many citizens became the bright example of solidarity
with all of the refugees. They fought with innumerable obstacles and dragged the refugees through the sea waves.
They gave first aid without discrimination. They opened their hearts and schools to welcome their unaccountably
frightened eyes, their empty fearful gaze. All the democratic and progressive people in the rest of the country stood
by their side. Many citizens sent help, medicines, food, and clothes.
Many citizens hoped that EUCIDIN project will bring new thoughts on future policies that will lead to a rethinking of
Europe for new ways of supporting human life and dignity regarding refugees and immigrants. Through the meetings
in which the citizens participated, they agreed that we have to deal first and foremost with people who simply - and
unfortunately - embrace their children and run away from the wars. On the other hand there are many people who
for a number of very serious reasons cannot live in their country of origin. The hope is that digital tools that have
emerged through our cooperation and any new knowledge we share in the transnational work of the program will
lead citizens to a deeper understanding of the difficult position immigrants and refugees find themselves - and - will
help citizens to listen to the world around them and to make the refugees’ lives better.
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Description of implemented activities
The following group of activities were implemented during the EUCIDIN project operation:
1. International Events
Six INTERNATIONAL EVENTS in Greece (2), Romania (2), Italy and Spain where various forms of engagement
activities such as seminars, conferences, workshops, round-tables, simulations, debates and non-formal & roleplaying variations took place where more than 500 direct participants were involved. The development of this
thematic Network-based cooperation - EU local and regional authorities & CSOs was dedicated to build a strong
interconnected network through EU digital engagement and integration. These 6 international events were planned
using participatory methods followed by significant dissemination activities.: a kick-off meeting in the Korydallos (GR)
- 09/2017 and 5 other events: Bucharest (RO) - 01/2018 focusing on the way digital tools could have an active role
in immigrants' integration, Castellon (ES) - 07/2018 on digital strategies addressing language and culture barriers,
Vasto (IT) - 11/2018 on how cities can make connectivity affordable for immigrants, Bucharest (RO) - 01/2019 on
how cities can increase the availability of mobile networks and power infrastructure & closing event in Korydallos
(GR) - 04/2019 on how to provide access to training, digital content & services for immigrants. Each partner
contributed to the content by selecting their representatives and making sure they were dully prepared for the
events. Each partner for each event recognized the cultural and linguistic diversity by creating meeting points
between participants and hosted culture. The project's activities were also focused on the involvement of citizens
that are not active, young people and local stakeholders-companies, CSOs, youth centers, research centers and
public officers.
2. Set of tailored methods based on mapping the active role of digital tools in immigrants' integration
Two (2) mobile applications for Google Play Store (Android): EUCIDIN mobile application and
Happy MeGrant mobile application. The development of these digital applications for smartphones is intended as
tools for quick and immediate consultation of the immigrants’ rights and duties & access points and for denouncing
racism and discrimination activities.The apps functionalities are the following:
-shows migrants, refugees and those who help them where services near them are located
-digital map with a very simple interface.
-a web based content management and communication system where organizations can manage and update their
services
-mapping / visualization of refugees/immigrants aid and support structures and infrastructure in Europe (Greece and
Italy predominantly)
-implementation of multilevel participatory actions to update, and activate a wide participation of refugees/immigrants
-creating of digital platform as a management tool where refugees/immigrants can launch complaints and/or
requests
3. The project implemented various dissemination activities such as: website(s), social media channels, YouTube
channel, stakeholders pool of local companies interested in integrating refugees and immigrants (a list 8000
companies from Greece alone), the establishment on each partners’ premises of an Information Center / Info desk in
each participating country to provide immigrants with information about how to access digital local government
programs and services. Some examples below (more details about this activity can be found as well in the section
below):
Facebook page:
https://www.facebook.com/eucidin/
Twitter page:
Europe for Citizens-EUCIDIN
@eucidin
https://twitter.com/eucidin?lang=en
Youtube channel:
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UC-dR4W3TnmdFjyQ8EdXtdeg

Changes in relation of the original application
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During the project operation, the following changes were made in the timetable of activities relating to events
organisation:
1. International Event Spain- Planned: May 23-25, 2018; Implemented: July 18-20, 2018
2. International Event Italy- Planned: September 19-21, 2018; Implemented: November 9-10, 2018
3. International Event Romania- Planned: December 5-7, 2018; Implemented: January 23-25, 2019
4. International Event Greece- Planned: March 13-15, 2019; Implemented: April 8-10, 2019
The reasons for the changes in the timetable were related to the additional time needed to secure the financing
issue explained below. The changes in the timeline did not affect the overall implementation of the EUCIDIN project
activities and its results.

Dissemination and visibility of your project
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Dissemination outputs: website(s), social media channels, YouTube channel, stakeholders pool of local companies
interested in integrating refugees and immigrants (a list 8000 companies from Greece alone), establishment on each
partners’ premises of an Information Center / Info desk in each participating country to provide immigrants with
information about how to access digital local government programs and services.
1. Media Coverage and Press Releases
https://old.daugavpils.lv/lv/47/read/16508
https://www.daugavpils.lv/en/city/news/city-news/eucidin-2019-ka-pilsetas-var-palielinat-mobilo-sakaru-tiklupieejamibu-un-uzlabot-tehnologiju-infrastrukturu-rumanija-bukareste-2019.-gada-janvaris
https://www.daugavpils.lv/pilseta/par-daugavpili/pilsetas-zinas/read-17369
https://www.daugavpils.lv/pilseta/par-daugavpili/pilsetas-zinas/read-18805
https://www.daugavpils.lv/pilseta/par-daugavpili/pilsetas-zinas/eucidin-2019-ka-pilsetas-var-palielinat-mobilo-sakarutiklu-pieejamibu-un-uzlabot-tehnologiju-infrastrukturu-rumanija-bukareste-2019.-gada-janvaris%20
https://www.daugavpils.lv/pilseta/pilsetas-attistiba/projekti/realizacija-esosie-projekti/starptautiskie-projekti/eu-citydigital-strategies-for-immigrants-integration
https://www.localit.gr/beta/archives/tag/%CE%AD%CF%81%CE%B3%CE%BF-eucidin
http://web.finnovaregio.org/?p=19475
http://dimos.gr/%CE%BF-%CE%B4%CE%AE%CE%BC%CE%BF%CF%82%CE%BA%CE%BF%CF%81%CF%85%CE%B4%CE%B1%CE%BB%CE%BB%CE%BF%CF%8D%CF%83%CF%85%CE%BD%CF%84%CE%BF%CE%BD%CE%B9%CF%83%CF%84%CE%AE%CF%82%CF%83%CF%84%CE%BF-%CE%B5%CF%85/
http://www.comune.vasto.ch.it/index.php/2-non-categorizzato/364-due-giorni-di-appuntamenti-per-il-progetto-eucidin
http://www.vastinforma.info/2017/09/05/bruxelles-finanziamenti-al-comune-vasto-progetto-europa-cittadini/
https://bruksela.lodzkie.pl/nasze-projekty/cyfrowe-strategie-miast-europejskich-na-rzecz-integracji-imigrantow/
http://www.ilcentro.it/chieti/integrazione-degli-immigrati-due-giorni-di-manifestazioni-1.2073372
http://www.personnel-hold.com/bg/2018/02/23/active-role-digital-tools-immigrants-integration/
http://dikaiosinisimera.gr/2017/11/15/%CE%BF-%CE%B4%CE%AE%CE%BC%CE%BF%CF%82%CE%BA%CE%BF%CF%81%CF%85%CE%B4%CE%B1%CE%BB%CE%BB%CE%BF%CF%8D%CF%83%CF%85%CE%BD%CF%84%CE%BF%CE%BD%CE%B9%CF%83%CF%84%CE%AE%CF%82%CE%B5%CF%85%CF%81%CF%89%CF%80-2/
2. Social Media
Facebook page:
https://www.facebook.com/eucidin/
Twitter page:
Europe for Citizens-EUCIDIN
@eucidin
https://twitter.com/eucidin?lang=en
Instagram:
https://www.instagram.com/explore/tags/eucidin/top/
Youtube channel:
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UC-dR4W3TnmdFjyQ8EdXtdeg
Site:
https://immigrant-assist.gr/
3. Two (2) mobile applications for Google Play Store (Android): EUCIDIN and Happy MeGrant. The development of
these digital applications for smartphones is intended as tools for quick and immediate consultation of the
immigrants’ rights and duties & access points and for denouncing racism and discrimination activities as well as
dissemination tools for the project's results and activities. The apps functionalities are the following:
-shows migrants, refugees and those who help them where services near them are located
-digital map with a very simple interface.
-a web based content management and communication system where organizations can manage and update their
services
-mapping / visualization of refugees/immigrants aid and support structures and infrastructure in Europe (Greece and
Italy predominantly)
-implementation of multilevel participatory actions to update, and activate a wide participation of refugees/immigrants
-creating of digital platform as a management tool where refugees/immigrants can launch complaints and/or
requests

Visibility of the Europe for Citizens Programme
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All sites of the project’s partners have boosted the visibility of the Europe for Citizens Programme by placing front
and clear the EU logos and the EU flag and the name of the programme funding the activities in each country. All
meetings, discussions, debates, and workshops have taken place under the auspices of the Europe for Citizens
Programme. The European Union emblem (flag) was used on all materials and the name of the European Union
displayed in full. The name of the Europe for Citizens programme appeared with the flag with the disclaimer "Cofunded by Europe for Citizens programme of the European Union.”

Additional information
The beneficiary of the Grant encountered difficulties in the process of securing financial support for the
implementation of the international events after the project pre-financing amount had been used up. Thereby, the
beneficiary is recommending to EACEA to make clear the financial capacities and future needs of the potential
future beneficiaries and partners of the Europe for Citizens Programme. This will enable financially less capable
institutions aiming for project management to avoid potential difficulties and time lost due to administrative
processes relating to securing the partners' own contributions. This was the main reason why some international
events were delayed and did not take place according to the initial project's timeline.
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Statistics
Direct Participants
Participants by target group

Disadvantaged
participants

Name of Organisation/municipality

Country

DIMOS KORYDALLOS

Greece

50

120

30

200

120

80

200

DIKTYO APASCHOLISIS KAI
KOINONIKIS MERIMNAS

Greece

10

8

2

20

10

10

20

Italy

25

50

25

100

60

40

100

ASOCIATIA BUILDING DREAMS

Romania

20

28

2

50

25

25

50

ASOCIATIA EUROPEAN ACADEMY

Romania

20

28

2

50

25

25

50

Garmen Municipality

Bulgaria

6

8

2

16

8

8

16

Italy

6

8

2

16

8

8

16

INSTITUTE FOR LABOUR AND
SOCIAL RESEARCH

Bulgaria

6

8

2

16

8

8

16

IDRYMA KOINONIKOPOLITIKON
MELETON

Cyprus

6

8

2

16

8

8

16

WOJEWODZTWO LODZKIE

Poland

5

10

5

20

10

10

20

DAUGAVPILS PILSETAS DOME

Latvia

6

8

2

16

8

8

16

JUDETUL ILFOV - CONSILIUL
JUDETEAN

Romania

15

30

5

50

30

20

50

FINNOVAREGIO

Belgium

25

50

25

100

60

40

100

Municipiul Radauti

Romania

15

30

5

50

30

20

50

Italy

4

8

4

16

8

8

16

219

402

115

736

418

318

736

COMUNE DI VASTO

Comune di Librizzi

ASSOCIAZIONE CULTURALE
EUTOPIA

below 30

30-65

above 65

Women

Men

Total

Indirect Participants
Indirect Participants
Number of indirect participants

50 000

Other information
Activities of the project
Project start date

10/07/2017

Project end date

31/05/2019

Venues of the activities
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Venue of the activities
Country

City

Greece

korydallos

Romania

bucharest

Spain

valencia

Italy

vasto

Romania

bucharest

Greece

korydallos

WebSite Address
Website address

http://www.korydallos.gr

Citizens' understanding of the EU
To which extent have the project's
activities increased citizens'
understanding of the EU?

Very good

Please give an example
The project contributed to increased citizens' understanding of the EU by exploring the role of digital tools in integrating refugees and
immigrants into local European societies and communities. The project promoted debate on the Future of Europe and the refugees crisis by
gathering opinions from citizens and civil society in various members states about the EU's use of digital tools as part of inter-cultural
engagement and networking.
During the visit in Athens, Greece of the partnership to the Ancient Agora (Stoa of Attalos), participants reflected on some issues that were
addressed in more depth during later debates and meetings, issues such as the democratic principles as a cultural foundation for combating
social and political disengagement, exclusion, intolerance and discrimination at the EU level and how EU institutions can support the
aforementioned goals and principals. After the visit and following presentations and discussions by various experts, participants had become
more aware of how the legislative process works in the EU and how it can be harnessed in promoting the social integration of refugees and
immigrants.
During the same international event in Greece, UNICEF Chief Child Protection Galit Wolfensohn explained to the participants from many
countries how the Dublin procedure can allow or not for the unaccompanied minors refugees to be reunited with their parents, their brothers
and sisters, their uncles and aunts and their grandparents. This procedure and the EU role in safeguarding the rights of refugees refer to two
of the most pressing protection issues in Greece: the protection of unaccompanied minors and the conditions prevailing on the Greek islands
after the launch of the EU-Turkey Statement, where migrant children are stranded. The ensuing debate increased awareness of participants
regarding the tools available by the EU institutions in dealing with the refugees crisis in general and improved knowledge about how citizens
can have their voice heard in democratic politics at the local, regional and EU level.
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